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Abstract: \ile have constructed a set of machines for
testing the biomechanical strength of bones in viho.
Three machines have been developed - one for torsional
testing of rat long bones, another for torsional testing of
sheep long bones and one for bending and compressive
testing of rat bones. A modular electronics circuitry has
been designed for the devices. The torsional testing
machines have a constant angular speed of 6 degrees per
second and maximum torsional loads of 2.5 Nm and 250
Nm. The larger of the torsion machines was fabricated
cost-effectively on a disused turning lathe. The
compression testing machine utilizes the lever arm
principle with a constant'speed of 0.125 to 0.2 mm per
second and maximum loads of 900 to 1500 Nm,
depending on the moment of the lever arm. The
measurement inaccuracies of the machines'are less than
1.0 Vo. The total method errors are 3.0 to 8.2 Vo
including the individual variations in bones and errors
due to bone preparation.
INTRODUCTION

of the mechanical properties of bone is
studies
concerning osteoporosis and fracture
valuable
is considered a suitable method
Torsional
testing
healing.
for meazuring the strength of long bones tl-51. Testing the
bending strength of long bones, the strength of femoral
neck, and the compressive strength of vertebrae zue also
commonly used [4-8]. According to the FDA guidelines [9],
both long bones and vertebral bodies should be tested in
agent evaluation. The tests should be used both in rat
models and in large animal models [9]. There are massive
and expensive industrial materials testing devices (MTD),
Meazurement

in

which can be used for testing these biomechanical
parameters [5-8]. This paper describes a set of more costeffective testing machines.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The torsional testing machines are based on the methods
presented earlier t1-31. According to our preliminary tests,
the maximum torsional loads of the machines were scaled
to be 2.5 Nm and 250 Nm for the long bones of rat and
sheep, respectively. A constant angular speed of 6 degrees

per second was chosen on the basis of the

earlier

measurements of dog bones [2].
The smaller torsion machine was constructed on a metal
stand. A synchronous motor was chosen to obtain the
rotational load. The angular speed is 6 degrees per second

fixed. By using a constant angular speed no additional
angular measurernent is necded, because the rotation angle

equals the angular qpeed multiplied by time.
The larger torsion machine was constructed on a dizused

metal turning lathe, which provides the necessary firm
support. A gear-head squirrel-cage motor was chosen to
give the rotational load. The transmission system gives a
rotating speed of 55.6 seconds per revolution when
unloaded and 56.0 seconds per revolution when loaded with
250 Nm. The angular speed is thus 6.5 degrees per second
(qpeed error
measurement is included.
The non-rotating ends of the torsion machines are
equipped with torque sonsors. Temperature compensated
double strain gauges are utilized in the torque sensors.
The compression testing machine is based on the lever
arm principle. One end of a steel lever is fixed via a joint.
The pressing rod and the driving motor are connected to the
lever arm with exchangeable moment ratios of l:3, 1:4 and
1:5. A linear actuator was chosen to achieve the constant
movement (0.625 mm/sec). The pressing head is guided via

an axial ball-bearing to ensure the axial movement.
Interchangeable compression heads for different specimens
can be attached on the pressing rod. A force sensor with
maximum load of 2 kI{ is attached on the stationary pafi of
the machine. The sensor is of the so-called spoke type with
temperature compensated strain gauges attached on the
qpokes.

A modular electronics circuitry similar for all the
machines was designed. The strain gauge excitation voltage
generator is performed by a 2.5 volt voltage reference
LM385-2.5. The excitation system has measuring current
drivers and trimming resistors for balancing the strain gauge
bridge. Ch opper-st abili zed operation al amplifi erc TLC2652

are used in the preamplifier to reduce instability and
drifting. The main amplifier and noise iilters are performed
by low-noise OP-07 operational amplifiers.
The inaccuracy of the machine was evaluated by
defining the motor speed error, measurement sensitivity,
linearity error, repeatibility error, sensor asymmetry and
output baseline instability.
The testing of the total method elrors of individual
machines is described elsewhere t10-12]. Briefly, the
method cnors were defined by testing the differences in
strength between right and left bones of the same animal.
The smaller torsion machine was teSted by meazuring the
maximum torque capacity of the tibiae from 20 rats [10].
Accordingly, the method error of the larger torsion machine
was tested by comparing the maximum torque capacity of
the tibiae from 7 sheep [11]. The total method error of the
compression machine was tested with 30 rats by
determining the strength of femoral necks and thc maximum
3-point bcnding strcngth of tibiac [12].
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Table

l.

At any rate, the

Accuracies of the machines

biomechanical testing

Torsional testing machines
2.5 Nm machine 250 Nm machine

Rotation qpeed error
Sensitivity
Linearity error
Repeatibility error

machines seem

of

to be suitable for

bones, because the machine errors

are low enough for accurate bone tests. Machine
of this kind is an inexpensive solution. Our
total material costs were about $2000 to $3000 per
machine, excluding the value of the disused turning lathe.
construction

< O.I %

<l%

0.005 Nm

< 0.05 %

0.5 Nm
< o.o5 %

This is far below the expenses of industrial materials testing

< 0.3 %

<0.3

devices.

Sensorasymmetry <2%

<t%

Outputinstability *lmV
(*0.1 %atl Nm/

%
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